Betwyll

user handbook

Introduction
Betwyll is the app to read and play with TwLetteratura’s method.
We designed the app to be user-friendly and immediately
understood by those who are familiar with the use of social and
instant messaging apps, and we do hope the way its functions
and interactions are designed will make any explanation nearly
unnecessary.
However, we think a guide can be useful for reference in case
one gets lost: that is the reason why we created this short
handbook.
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First steps
Download
Betwyll is available for IOS and Android in several countries.
To find it and install it on your device you just have to connect
to the App Store or Google Play and search for “Betwyll”.

Registration and login
If this is the first time you are using Betwyll, you can create a
new account by inserting your email address, a nickname of your
choice and your name and surname. Otherwise, you can create
an account through Facebook, Twitter or Google, by tapping the
corresponding button: once accessed with your social account,
Betwyll will ask you to confirm your email, name and surname
and the nickname you wish Betwyll to recognise you by.
Betwyll will send you an email with a password to use for future
access.
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If you already have an account, you can access Betwyll by
inserting your email address and password. if you do not know
your password or lost it, you can reset it and have a new one
sent by specifying your email address.

Access credentials in workshops
If you are attending a guided workshop, you will be directly
provided with access details by the organisers before the
activity starts.
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First access
When accessing Betwyll for the first time, after the login you
will notice a navigation bar at the bottom of the screen. From
here you can access all the app functions:

The Texts section is already selected: you are in the showcase
of the games currently underway.
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To get familiar with the app functioning, we suggest you to
read the text “I start using Betwyll”:
1.

Tap the image corresponding to the text
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2.

In the next screen, tap the glasses icon

3.

Follow the instructions within the text.
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Betwyll app
Twylls

Different views in Betwyll app show message lists. Each of
them is a twyll: it refers to a text, it has an author, it was
written at a given moment. This information is always provided
above the message body.
Depending on the view you are in, (1) by tapping the message,
you can access the conversation and the paragraph the twyll
refers to or its author’s profile.
(2) You can answer the single twyll by tapping the arrow icon
and (3) add it to your likes by tapping the heart icon.
To remove a twyll from your likes, you just have to tap the
same icon again.
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Texts
In the text section, you can find “showcased” texts and texts you
are reading or followed in the past.
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Showcase
In this view you can find recently published texts and the
games underway: by tapping the image you can get details
about the selected text.
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I’m reading
The “I’m reading” screen gathers all the texts you started to
read thanks to the follow button.

You can access the details of each text by tapping
the information icon.
If you want to directly access content, you can
tap the glasses icon, instead.
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Text screen
A text in Betwyll contains the actual content to read,
comment on, rewrite.
You can access it by tapping the glasses icon near the
cover of the work (2).
In this view you can find the
rules to follow in order to
read and comment
respecting the same (time
and/or formal) constraints
(1).
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In the same introductory
view, you can reach other
users who are reading with
you, see their comments and
yours (4 and 5).
You can also follow (3) the
text to receive updates on
the comments being made
and find the text in the “I’m
reading” screen.

Integrated e-reader
With Betwyll you can read the work or, depending on the
cases, a summary of its chapters directly in the app.
Content is organised in pages: to move to the next page, you
just need to swipe your finger from right to left, while if you
want to come back you just have to swipe your finger in the
opposite direction.
To move faster within the text, you can use the cursor (1). Next
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to the cursor, you can see the number of pages already read
and their overall number.
Please note that the number of pages varies from a device
to another, page 5 on your smartphone does not
correspond to page 5 on someone else’s.
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Each paragraph of the text can be commented on: next to the
paragraphs already commented on there is a number (2)
indicating how many comments are already there.

After having selected the paragraph through a first tap, you
can access the screen with the conversations regarding that
text portion by tapping the number of comments.

If you want to comment on a paragraph that has not
been commented on, yet, select it with a tap and then
tap the balloon icon to insert your twyll.
If you wish, you can insert a twyll referring to the entire text:
you just have to tap the balloon icon near the text title.
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Conversations
Twylls anchored to the same text portion are gathered in a
conversation.

In the view you can see (1)
the paragraph the twyll
refers to, followed by (2)
the messages gathered in
a reverse chronological
order (latest on top). You
can join the conversation
by tapping insert a
comment (3) or answer a
twyll, by tapping the
arrow icon (4).
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Inserting a twyll

A twyll can be made of 140 characters maximum. In the
twyll typing screen you can see the number of characters
still available to complete your message. Once the 140
characters are over, the number will indicate the
exceeding characters.

Once completed the message, tap the blue airplane
icon to send it.
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Quotes and twyll replies

In a twyll you can mention another person by typing “@”
followed by the user’s username.
When typing letters after the “@” symbol, Betwyll suggests
you a list of users you may be willing to quote.
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Arena
This section is divided into two parts:

My texts, gathering all the

My friends, including all the

twylls sent on the texts you

twylls by the users you follow.

are following.
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Notifications

The notification section keeps you updated on whatever is
happening on Betwyll:
-

new texts your friends are

-

twylls mentioning you

-

twylls of yours added to other users’ likes

You can move to the section the notification refers to by
tapping it.
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User’s profile
By tapping the profile icon on the navigation bar, you can
access your profile which shows the number of people you
are following and you are followed by, your twylls and your
likes.
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Personal details
By tapping the edit button,
you can access a screen from
where you can edit:
- your username
-

the email address
associated to your

-

the password to
access Betwyll

-

your profile picture
(avatar)

Settings
By tapping the gear icon, you can access Betwyll’s
settings, where you can log out or change the app
language
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Twylls / Likes
Your profile is split in two parts:

-

TWYLL gathering all the messages you sent on
Betwyll’s

-

LIKES including all other users’ twylls you saved by
tapping the heart icon below each twyll.
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Deleting twylls
To delete a twyll of yours, tap it and keep your finger pressed
for a while, swipe from right to left and then tap delete:

Following / Followed by
Just below your username you can visualize (1) the number of
users who are following you and (2) the total of users you are
followed by. By tapping each heading, you can access the list
of the user profiles.
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Other users’ profile
Access another user’s profile:
-

from the avatar next to a twyll in the Arena

-

from the username of a user included in the
following or followed by lists in your

-

from the avatar of a notification you received

Once in his/her profile screen you will be able to:
-

follow the user by touching the follow button

-

view the list of his/her followers or of the people
s/he is following

-

view all his/her twylls

-

view all his/her likes
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Glossary
Social Reading
Collective reading modality through social networks or online
communities.
Twylls
Term referring to comments or messages including a
comment on a text paragraph on Betwyll. It comes from the
combination of the terms tweet (how messages are called on
Twitter) and twill (a kind of woven fabric) in order to evoke at
once the concepts of text, weave, community.
Nickname
It is the name identifying your user (or school or class) on
Betwyll, through which other users can recognise you.
Avatar
It is the name identifying your user (and the school or the class)
on Betwyll, through which other users can recognise you.
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